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How's your \vriting ability?
The Corinthian; your literary t
;
i.- f-j- *
»
l.n,.,.,.,r.v^.--,
TEii'T. •"!'!r-4'
?
magazine,- invites you' to try outj
that ability -now*
"1
Two Other Phases of Constitution
:
Members Admitted
f»*'f
rxr.zgpvt
Theri
bring'your
contribution—i
Celebration Program i n s i s t s of
By MISS HELEN GREENE
poem, - story,". play, essay, '•: or any- ?
Informational Talks* Dramatics.
1
Student Body Will Adjourn To 1I0 Jesters in Tryouts
When the Supreme Court conven- .Grubb and Noah Act A s Advisors thing.else*thiat you have to "offer!
2ihl". .'iiv>
ny-r.
—to iMTi-i-Dawsbtt-s office in> Piarks ' Treanor's Meadow For Traditioned for its austere opening session of
Held
Last
Week
:
To Competing Classes. Bartlett bafeement; -';:-';;- ••:•-.!-•: -^
Probably the most outstanding of
al Picnic.
"
-•• '-•••'!
the year last Monday, President,
the
year's college activities'will be
Heads-Steering
Committee.
'Deadline for contributions will'
Roosevelt was far away in the Mid:
the
Sesquicentennial Celebration of
Masqueraders Select 43 N e w
be November • 8. ' S o bring: news:
west -where he' had other interests
!v
Thursday afternoon, October 12, at ^Members: Membership In jes- the Formation -of the Constitution, hi
early and avoid the rush!-i " ^
than to answer questions about new
The long-awaited, much heralded
which the college will collaborate
three-thirty o'clock the seemingly
Associate Justice Hugo Black's status
ters N o w Forty-five.
with a local committee appointed;
announcement-of-the-year has come
endless line of students and faculty
iff.th'cflft'jpt.""With"his oft-remarked
by Mayor Georjge' Carpenter. The
of G. S . C . W. will wend its way to
ability to snatch'the, headlines away at last. The year's great event, the
Out
of
two
hundred
applicants
celebration
is a national one, with
Treaner's Meadow for the traditional
.fr'dih a topic or iri&yidua'l embarras- Golden Slipper Contest, will take
twenty-two""
hew
Members"
were
ItdPresident
Roosevelt
acting as chairAnnual Hike. ' •*
sing to 'him, F.' D!. Rv sprang oh the place Friday night, November 12, ac- Resqlt of Dormitory,
hiitted to the Jesters. These, includ- man of the committee on arrangestartled world a suggestion that more cbrding to' "ari^hbuhcem'ent by CblThe line will form in front of the ing the old members, bring the total ments. The committee appointed by
Town-Girl Elections dormitories
civilized nations should' : 'quarantine* iege n ' :i: Gdvemment : ' President, Joan
oh big "campus; Just be- membership to approximately forty- the President of the college to work
:a'.:\l.those guilty of" iriak'iiig ' war." This Butler;'^ -' "!:- y
yond
the
city
top of the long five. The allotted fifty members will on this celebration is as follows: Dr.
Given to Students hill'going downattothe
;
-Chicago speech, which had little a p the river, seniors be completed" by taking in mem- Amanda Johnson, chairman; Miss Ida
*4m ' parent connection with the occasion The rules require that the Freshwill be stationed along the highway bers from the Masqueraders. Last Pound, and Mr. John Morganon which it was delivered—namely, man and Sophomore classes write, Temporary Officers Appointed To to hand out candy, fruit, peanuts, Thursday night was the time sche- One of the main features of the
produce an
the" dedication of Chicago's new direct, costume; 1and
chewing gum, etc., to the hungry duled i for tryouts, but because of the celebration will be the placing " 61.
:
:
;^||id";Court;m'
|r#,
tiitiffis]
T
O
mob.-:
•
'-•'"•'• large number; tryouts were extended the Shrine of the Constitution in the
outer-drive" bridge—hinted that the original .play- with the: Big' Sister
HiSitikm,
U.' S. must 'engage actively in the classes standing by to help, on call. 'llections Xire
' Out at the meadow the Recreation to'-"Friday""'afternoon' and" Monday library. The Shrine of the ConstituThe-plays"will.be
written
by
memsearch for peace';' indicating by i n •••'••'•
Association will'sponsor volley ball, n i g h t . "'•'
tion will be the exact facsimiles-of
ference that Japan, Italy, and Ger- bers' of each class with Mrs. Noah Results of dormitory.elections held dart's, badminton,''horseshoes,' aerial ; Forty-three new members were the Constitution arid of the DecIaraV
• Grubb •- acting as advisors
many were responsible for the threat and Miss
darts, soft ball, archery, table ten- admitted to : the Masqueraders, this tion of Independence in their original
7
:
Tuesday
night'
have
recently
been
of
.the
.•Freshman
-and
Sophomore
now- feared ''by-said* peace; ,Whether
nis, and various other sports. Late bringing the total enrollment to sizes, as well as the facsimile of the
Dormitory presidents 'in the afternoon' picnic supper will
this ihearis that t h e fdndly-chenshed •classes, respectively. A steering com- tabulated].
signatures'; '•
-.•.'.•...'.• .^.. .-">.<
' American dream of isolation "will*" bW mittee/ of - which .Mary Bartlett is will sit on the Board of House Presi- be given but and afterwards''every*: ; Miss Grubb and President Annella
begin around
^feai^doned' ;by "his Administxation, the chairman, will-jkeep; things running dents. - 'The results'are' as ! follows: • body will gather arbund'the huge Brown - are v how trying' to -work1 cfut': a The (Jeiebration will
:
Thanksgiving'
and
will
* continue
*%*H*' ^President was carefuhhbtto say. ' I t smoothly and; attend to^ incidentals..
'bonfire for group singing and stunts; satisfactory plan whereby can be in- through January 8. The detailed pfbAtkinson Hall: President, Grace
has been noted by many" foreign as With the use of a point system, the
' College Government Association itiated a -club 'for'the rest''of'those i^am has B'ot beehplaiine'dras "yet,'
well as native observers that the peo- plays'' will - be scored - fifty' percent Clark; Vice-President; Nelle Da Vit-i ; will sponsor the stunts with Joan students who were at the : tryouts. ' and only the broad outljiie^' v^as avaUple of'this country like to hear Amer- on 'interpretatibh : ; and choice • of the' te; Secretary," Elizabeth ' •Ledbetter; ^Butler,'. president, presiding. Each Those who were admitted to theableV There Wiirbe three phases;'the
ica' upheld as the champion, of world play, the other fifty percent being Treasurer, Marjorie1 Futch.:^ 1 >" ; i •dormitory will: present a skit of some Jesters are: Louise Murphey, Ruth first being a-!bedi'cato!ry'''Se^r^B|'laf*?''
peace, at the same time they.express scored on the type of songs lised; the
i^indf according -to • custom, and aClodfelter; "Alice Walkerp Catherine ter which the shrine'^ of the Cbnstitu-,
a 'complete'- unwillingness to assume costuming, stagifig, Scting,' the atti- Beeson Hall: President, Ida Lee; group
Virginia Young, Lucile' Bent- tibh '"will5'be 'placed iri "the library,
of judges will ; decide which •Combs;
:
a n y ' ' responsibility. . Remembering tude ahd cbn'duet of the'audiehce:-.'A Vice-President, Jane Johnson; Secfe-: one-is thebest.
ley ; Julia "<l\Ierle Stewart, Elizabeth The President of the coUe^e' is t<3 bpen
tary,' Lucy' O'Neiil; Treasurer, Hulda
what the r World War brought to the board-"of five'-br' seven judges will F^enlandr
"•••"••••' ' —•• After the s'kits the students will Tohdeej Patr'ifcia • • Arhau, '-Mildred the ^celebration at a Sunday Servicfe.
post-war generation, after Americans be appointed later. '•
•-•'"'
trek back* to the campus-where they Hatcher, Carolyn Stringer, Jane Mc- A second phase will be the iriformalet themselves go in a great effort toBell Hall: President, Margaret wiir receive -ice cream -which will Connell, Mary Brassj'Frances ^Coatesj tional^side 'of Ih'e •prbgram^ThSriB' will
wards "-saving .-civilization, many citi- t This annual competition for pos- Bracey; "Vice-President; Peggy Booth;
J Louise- Stanley*,^Mary Rainey, '-Anna
zens-hope that no such enthusiasm session of the prized Golden Slipper Secreaary, ; Martha Pool; Treasurer, be handed out under the G. S: C; W . D.-^StokeSj- Marjorie Edwards; Eliza-; b e two' 6v three chapel prbgrams 6h
lights;?' -.•-'.(Continued on page four) ''""
?
for saving it will again be generated was inaugurated two yeats ago,'the Virginia Shoffeitt.
beth
Aim
Williams,
and
Mildred
This long-anticipated affair has
first classes to compete being the
in American hearts. '
- Y
Jenkins.
Elizabeth been a custom ^ t ' G . S. Ci W. for
present Junior and Senior classesTfri Mansion: President,
The latest attack on American that event/' the Freshmen took' first St'owers; Vice^Presdieht, -Nanette about twenty -• years, having been ' ! The new members of the Masquesympathies is made with the harrow- place. Last'year, also; t h e Freshmen Duke; : Secretary, Ovfellia' King; 'Trleas- started during the' administration of raders are: Geraldine Robinson, Lu- Placement Bureau
cile Borwick, Elizabeth Le Sueur,
ing news and (in particular) the! pic* .were victorious with their production
Unable To FiU Calls
ur'er,:'-Ma^':;;Rita,-Ferg^s'on.i'?;!-,;r' iV
DTV Parks,- - second president of theFrances Wilkie, Carolyn Adams, Matures that' come-but of uncensbred f i t : Had; to Happen." - - : - , • . ;
college^'"-' ;r l':'r ' ,-'•'
From Seven States
rian Culpepper, Betty Sheppard, Jane
Cb-ina. The series run by Life''last
Mayfair:
President,
Winifred
Eav•w<jb'ek, and the 1 newsreels currently
Hall, Eloise Bowlan, Billie Stebbins,
enson; Vice-President, Clyde Carter;
•Showing
^illustrate'-well'
the
ghastly
Virginia
Home, Carrie Bailie, Mar- According to officials of the PlaceSecretary ,Marion Pafford; Treasur-r
:
~:H
ment Bureau, this has been the most
damage being done to soldier,' noh-i
(Continued on page four)
er, Mary Perkins.
Campus
Publication
unusual year the. Placement Bureau
combatant; and property alike by in- Plans for ©;S.aW.
"'">-; :*"** : f: <.- : «w-- -j- ! '''
Town House: President, Billie
has ever had, due to the new state
discriminate bombing ! b y ! Japan. r At
,^AQuV.eiLe.ga.te.S;-r.i:P
;
Radio
Program
Stebbins;
'Vice-President,
Lois
Alschool law and certification requireleast the inference i s - t h d t all the
Clubs Conduct Drive
len; Secretary, Gertrude Sanders;
ments.
•bombing is ' by : Japan, although it
National Convention In Sale of News-Week
Announced Treasurer,••Pauline' Kelley;
•'••'; •
During the past year there have
was believed that"the Chinese -them-i
been ,765 different formal requests
selves bombed the ' International
Town girls elected their officers on Three delegates will represent G.
for teachers from the Placement,
Quarter of Shanghai, inflicting great
Resuming the custom that was in- Thursday. The results are: President, S. C: W. at the Associated Collegiate
damage on European and American
Bureau. These requests' came' from
stigated1 last year,: G. S. jCV W. will VAce-President, ^Florence Hai'tman; Press Convention to be held at the This year the Chemistry Club is
property and- citizens, in order '' to
sponsoring Readers Digest and thesix states besides Georgia;' namely,
Secretary, Emily, Shealey; Treasurer,
notify Japan it would be unsafe as a sponsor a monthly radio program over Marjorie Caldwell;. Representative to Mcdinah Club in Chicago, Illinois, International Relations Club is en-Florida, Alabama, South" Carolina,
base of operations. The comparison W|B. The first i n this series of: pro- Cpurt;, Jane; little; Representative October 14, 15, and 16. The delegates dorsing, the sale of News-Week on North Carolina, Kentucky and New
kit- Elohhie Burge, Editor of: •Specis'being made r by many, notably the grams is to' occur 'Wednesday, OcYork. The Bureau• reports that there
time to Recreation Board, Laurette 'Bone. trurn; Sara Bethel,' Business Manager the' campus' for the benefit of the
British-born eolyumist Boake Carter; tober 13, at; 3 o'clock'Atlanta
have been fully'three times as'niany
;
•students'"'and-'"the''"'faculty.
of'Spectrum;'and'; Lucy ; Caldwell;
that just as the'sufferings of Belgium; (4:00 Milledgevilie time).
In
Freshman
dormitories
where
In the past the Chemistry Club calls for teachers 'as there ^vere
•• •••
well-advertised ! ' and exploited, rous- Dr. Hoy Taylor, Dean of Instruc- ejections' will ript'' be' held!; for sb'me' Editbr'bf Colohhade. ' l
qualified teachers available,' and that
ed the American public to fury tion; will be: the:speaker-on- the pro- tirne';' boards1 of upper-cla'ssmeri have ' ;Many outstanding speakers have has sponsored' Science 'News-Letter every G. S. G,"W-i graduate who'has'
'and'Time arid, for the last two years,
against Germany, so the sufferings gram: His subject will be- "Humaniz- been appointed to"held 1 court'.'''"
been selected for the occasion, in Readers Digest. Last" year the I n -been registered" and who has kept
1
of:China seem-tobe rousing us how ing Educations'GrS.'C.W;'* •
eluding Henry Goddard Leach, editor ternational Relations Club handled in touch with the Placement 'Bu\ In Terrell Proper and A, the folagainst Japan. In no other country
reau has been placed.
j ; Miss. Lois Catherine Pittard, of the lowing were appdinted: Hilda Fortr of Forum Magazine; Howard.Vincent subscriptions for' News-Week.
but this one would such'pictures be
O'Brien, editorial columnist, Chica- •These publications" are being sold •A total number of teachers r e allowed, unless the government Music'faculty of G. S.\'"C. W'., will son, chairman; Jeannette Poolj Marquested divided according to fields
go Daily News'; "Dusty" ' Thurmsn
;
i Miller, publisher of News-Journal, on the campus in 'an, effort to make are as follows:''
wanted its people to hate the nation present a program of piano numb- ian Arthur, and Rebecca Wilson;
the students conscious of world afthat appears in them as the villain; ers! She has selected:
For Terrell B and C, Catherine Wilmington, Ohio.
fairs. These two clubs have done a Lower Elementary 119.
Americans may well be glad that they
Upper Elementary 222.
Brown was'appointed chairman with The convention combines college great deal to awaken the interest of
have so much freedom from censor-- Etude in F Sharp—Arensky.
English arid Combinations 84.
ship, but it is still no light matter to On Wings of Song—Mendelssohn., others being Charlotte Payne, Mary newspapers-, yearbooks, and maga- the student body in what is going
Library and Combinations 49.
Bartlett,' and Mary. Volk'.
i'.ines,^nci includes colleges from'ail ori around them.
have our sympathies tied up with a
Group Two:
over the United. States. A complete Subscriptions are being taken now History and Combinations 66.
country in such a dangerous situaIn Bell Annex, Eloise Wilson;
Ballet of,the Blessed Spirit—from chairman, Cbhyri Bowers, Margaret program is' planned for each .type of and'it'is hoped that "the' students and Math and ' Combinations 40.
tion as China is in now.
Science an,d Combinations^ 49, y_
"Orpheujs"—Gluck. Arranged) by Bracey,, and. Rosalie> Brigham .were publication, each,independent of the faculty .will respond as vwell this year
cithers.
Other
'.than
}'he
cjamprehen, , 1 11,
„
«,
Latin
1 anfl, c'ombinatfqijis . 3(£ '," (( _ r
Newi< Justice .Black took his seat Hugh Hodgson^
as
|they
have
in
the
past.
Thpse
who
(J
s
named-i , t . t lt'. ., v\ ,t, <<, k v e planned' program, piVJ of the chie£
1r
with, the,other> eight on the'bench
f
wish 'to subscribe to( these rnagabines , Frenpb, a n d ^ . q ^ i n a t j p n f l j , ^ ^ ^ ,
The 'Bunible-bee—RimskyLKbrs'aJ , 'Friday afternoon Senior's presented 1
of:,the,:.highest .court'last Monday,
^
h W d see Martha Koebley, presi1
11 :
jfovi
Arrahged
by
Rachmaninoff;)
:
.
iq'W
groups'framed
abbve
a'''slslt
nndi wjUrtieav next' week - the \ verdicts
ddnlj Rf j^-th^ ^Chemistry . CJub;; . a M
!
S^WhSr
k
oC^icolleaguesopn the twjjtpetitionsif.:i tlVe^feokVSrkll!wt[llt'be d^e^e'd'Jand'
.Eljizabeth
• DonoVany president of the Mus'ic-'and' C O ^ U M ^ B
lo| meet ^ c r t a l & ^ ^ t ^1 m ^ ^ . a i £ j
,
,
(Continued bnpaire four)
facing similar problemB- 'to "theirs. 1 Jhternational Relations Club.
' (Continued on pace four) ' ' , ; ~$V4nounced" Dy i'NeUe WdriJBc^ttmejJi']
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RENTAL LIBRARY
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1

Keyhole Kitty \

£*

.. W e .''havii! in the Cental Library"
Have you heard what some of our
^ a t j G v ^ . i g . y§ s | ^ e t % p ^ , t h a |
'ifesfr.
girls have been doing between classshould get a great deal more'praise'
es? "Mingling". It's a new game and
and attention than it does get.
;
Instigated in the Spring of 1935, NIJINSKli, By ROWOLA NIJINSKY most important part in Nijinsky's A swell one. Joan Butler is really an
life, both as an artist and as a man ace at it. See her for a set of the
the Rental Library has grown but
Reviewed by Bonnie Burge
—Sergei Diaghileff, Director of the rules and enter the fun.
not rapidly enough. It is the best
Because we, at one time or another, Russian Ballet. It was he who took
Keyhole Kitty is proud to quote.
oppqijtunity w e know of to get
Published Weekly During School Year, Except During Holidays
have been required to read bio- Nijinsky to the height of fame, had Dr. Walden on his very logical reason
books
just
off
the
press,
books
that
and Examination Periods By The Students of The
graphies dully and uninterestingly dances created especially for him,for why men like Mathematics. He
every college student ought to
written, we cringe when it is sug~ and filled his social engagements. attributes it to the fact that "they
read. And yet w e find a serious
gssted that we read about the life (Nijinsky was terribly shy andare so fond of curves and figures."
lack of interest in this department
of a great person. One of the excep- disliked social gatherings.) BeMILLEDGEVILLE, GEORGIA
Jane Suddeth's wit is something
of the library.
tions to the rule that all biographies sides being a help, he was also a
Corner Hancock and Clark Streets
unmistakable
and heretofore unheard,
It is possible that some of the
are
dull
is
shown
in
NIJINSKY,
writhindrance.
He
was
so
teribly
jealous
Subscription Price $1.00 Per Year
of. The other day in chapel, to the
students do not understand just
ten by his wife, Romola Nijinsky. of Nijinsky's friendship and affechorror of those around her, she went
what the admission fee and rental
It should be remembered, however, tion for anyone else. So jealous that,
Entered as second-class matter October 30,1928, at the post ofinto one of those painful silent shakfee are intended fdr. It is this that, being written by his wife, by
fice, Milledgeville, Ga., under the Act of March 3, 1879."
money that enables the head of the one Who gave up her own dancing when Nijinsky marired, Diaghileff ing laughs like people do that are
Rental Library to b u y more books. career bsoause of her love for Vaslav severed all relations with him, ex- really too tickled. It had just been
EDITORIAL STAFF
It is this money which keeps the Nijinsgy, the story will be prejudic- pelled him from the Ballet, and re- announced that the Golf Club would
fused to have anything further to do meet; she was wondering about the
Editor
Lucy Caldwell
department alive.
ed. There is, as a matter of fact, an- with him except when he was comtennis racket.
Associate Editor
Betty Donaldson
Another fact that may not b e other biography written by his
pelled
to
do
so.
Managing Editor
— .
Mary Kethley
generally known is the fact that daughter, Kyra, in which some of the
The other night Lib Donovan went
News Editors
v
Jeane Armour, Bonnie Burge
Nijinsky, the dancer, soon became in a room to deliver the paper.
Miss Betty Ferguson, head of the incidents in Madame Nijinsky's book
.Exchange Editor
Marion Arthur
Rental Library, is glad and indeed are said to be untrue. Forgetting that, Nijinskjy the composer. When he There's nothing unusual about that,
Sports Editor
Beth Morrison
anxious to have you suggest books it is a most interesting book, one heard certain kinds of music he com- but there is about this. Upon depositto buy. It is in this manner that well-written, and one which gives posed, mentally, many dances, his ing it she got this from a freshman:
BUSINESS STAFF
she buys a great number of th e insight into the real life of a.dancer; first being "L'Apres - Midi d'un "Don't put it on that bed, it's mine
Business Manager
Dorothy Howell
books—by
request. She asks you the fact that a dancer, no matter how Faune", the dance being set to De- and I'm not the one taking it."
Assistant Business Manager
Jane Suddeth
to exercise this privilege that you far advanced he is, still goes through bussy's composition of the same name.
Advertising Assistants—Julia Weems, Dorothy Simpson, Grace
Dr. Stokes, or at l e a s t j 3 £ j y ^ | 2 i y
his d a i l y r o u t i n e of
The
Nijinsky's,
with
their
small
have.
She
wants
to
know
what
m wam iu iwau.
practice and drill,
Brown, Catherine Lloyd.
bulk, was somewhat,;. 'W^rmTied
daughter, Kyra, were in Austria when
you
want
to
read.
1 e v e r tr in
to
Circulation Manager
Betty Shell
Wednesday night as the same Lib
It was planned for you, it is run
y S
perfect his steps.
war was declared. Vaslav, being RusAssistant Circulation Manager
Helen Reeves
There is no doubt in the minds of sian, was held as "prisoner." His wife was intently peering into a microsfor your pleasure. W hy can't you
many that Nijinsky is a genius and denounced her Austrian blood and cope in the Biology lecture room. A
give it your suport?
a born dancer; he who could make declared herself Russian. Attempts man appeared in the door and aska leap into the air and come down of all kinds were made to get into ed "Are you looking for Dr. Stokes?"
CONCERNING THE DINING HALL
CHAPEL-PRO AND CON
There's a bit of repetition in Termore slowly than he rose. His pa- Russia, but everything failed. After
Due to crowded conditions in the dining hall and occasional
W e would like to register our rents were dancers, his father be-, some time in Austria, Nijinsky, rell 606. It is (or they are) Margaret
Florence, from Douglasville; Marnecessary hurry-up of meals, we have allowed ourselves to tempo- complete approval of the new plan ing the better known of the two,
through some political intrigue, was
rarily forget most of the fundamental rules of etiquette.
of having chapel only three days though neither gained wide fame in "lent" to America to appear with the garet Lowry, from Wanesboro; and
It seems almost imperative thai something b e done concerning a week. For several years now the the theatre. All things considered, Russian Ballet, which was in New Margaret McCarthy, from White Oak.
this situation in the dining halls. The noise is sometimes deafening, students have been making pro- it was only natural that Nijinsky York for an appearance before tour- It nearly was something even better.
usually out of all proportion, and never subdued. Such a condition is tests against any form of chapel, should dance. His father discovered ing the United States. Diaghileff was Margaret, Margaret, and Margaret
certainly not conducive to pleasant meals.and should b e controlled and it seems that the happy med- his talent and began to give him still Director ,but after the first sea- in 606.
insofar as it is possible. Of course it is only normal that in a dining ium has been struck. W e should dancing lessons, teaching him theson he was asked not to return, and But that's not all the repetition
hall with hundreds of people there will be some amount of noise. But be able to realize that occasionally elementary steps and positions.
Nijinsky was made Director of the on the campus. If soap is six for a
chapel
is
vitally
necessary
a
n
d
Thomas
Nijinsky
deserted
his
famquarter and candy is three for a
it is unreasonable to think that the place would have to b e an absoBallet.
that
often
there
are
people
who
ily while Vaslav was still young,
dime, then it looks like the college
lute bedlam.
The tour was not as successful as would give Mr. Purdom reduced rates ..<
visit
our
campus
who
have
real
and
the
education
of
the
children
Quite aside from the noise are the actual bad manners occasionit was expected to be because of the
ally displayed. Of all places where good manners should b e pre- contributions to make to the stu- was left to their mother. Always she fact that so many of the star per- on his daughters. There are three, of
valent and a good atmospnere present, a college dining room is cer- dent body. Often there are pro- had in mind the desire to have Vas- formers had not come to America them, Jean, a junior, Cynthia, a sengrams that are of interest and bene- lav, who was her favorite of the three,
ior, and Mildred, a freshman.
tainly the place. It may seem relatively unimportant that one should
fit to the student body as a whole. enter and graduate from the Imper- as a result of some scheme of DiaAnd that's not all either. There are
stand until the blessing is said or that one should wait for the others
These are the times when we don't ial School of Dancing, the greatest ghileff. However, Nijinsky received two Eleanor Peebles here, a junior
at the table to finish before she leaves. But taken all in all, a little
mind going to chapel. It is to b e of Russian school, which he did.the ovation due him.
and a.freshman. I know this isn't the
thought on the subject should be convincing enough to inspire us to
hoped that the narrowing down of He later became a member of the There was an amusing episode Dress Parade column, but Eleanor
pay attention to the "relatively unimportant" things.
chapel to three days will eliminate Russian Ballet and soloist to the about a trip through the state of (Jr) has some of the cutest bedroom
Of all the depressing sights, one of the most depressing is the some of the unnecessary and boreTsar. His unsual talent was recog- Maine. The Nijinskys stopped for one
sight of girls slumped over the table, with their noses practically in some speakers who have been in- nized and he was given every op- meal, and, to quote Madame Nijin- shoes that ever fought athletes foot.
They are white fur—all except the
their plates. Or girls holding their glasses up in the air to show a de- flicted on us in the past.
sky, "We were offered a dreadful heels.
portunity to perform publicly.
sire for more water. Or girls yelling for the waitress to get some
(Continued on page three)
W e realize at the beginning of
There was one man who played the
We think long distance telephone
more food.
school there were many necescalls are all O. K. and all that but r
To create a better atmosphere, some drastic steps must b e taken. sary announcements to b e made
when
they come at seven o'clock in
In Ennis Hall, a plan has been instigated and so idtf has met with and the only time to make them
the
morning
that's something else
absolute approval and success. It would not b e impossible to work was chapel. However, now that the
again.* Flora Haynes' particular love
out the same plan on big campm and with the cooperation of all the first rush is over and students are
might almost add "of course" to that called her up at.seven o'clock ThursThe
beginning
of
a
season
is
truly
students, w e might hope ih.at" its success would b e as great as the learning to.use the bulletin boards
for this season is the season for zipboth on the campus and in the the Dress Paraders. idea of paradise. pers. The dress has short sieves. But day morning to wake her up. He did
success in Ennis.
—and a hundred other people in, the
Reams could be written on the dresses
According to the plan worked out b y Miss Holt, hostesses were dormitories it does seem that some
the
crowning
glory
of
the
whole
outdormitory.
" -\.
that are to be seen meandering around
elected at each table. These hostesses met and discussed ways and of the copious announcements
fit
is
the
short
fitted
coat
that
is
And what about the boy at Mercer
the campus every week since school
means of serving, the most, time-saving plan, and ways of keeping the could b e omitted.
incorporated
with
the
dre;ss.
The
who
was so overcome by a letter"'-,
A problem that has b^en dis- started.
"table quieter. After actually testing the time, they found that it was a
coat
has
almost
no
collar
at'
all,
and
from his ladylove (a certain G. S. C.
Virginia Shoffeitt has one of the
shorter process for. the hostess to serve all of the plates than for: the cussed quite a bit on the campus
is
fastened
down
the
front
with
large
senior) that he forgot himself and
dishes to b e passed around the table. In addition to being a time- is the problem of seating the Fresh- most beautifully tailored dresses that covered buttons. The coat is tight
stood out in the rain to read it?
savejr, the system is effective and pleasant. The hostess at all times men. The majority of people who I have seen anywhere. It is brown at the waist and then flares at the
Have you tried typing by music?
preserves Order at the table and performs duties expected of a hostess have thought the matter out agree wool with a tiny white pin stripe. bottom by means of three pleats in
That's what the students in the secrein the home. She serves for one week, then the responsibility is that the Freshmen should b e s sated There is a extension length zipper the' back. The sleeves are long and
tarial department are doing in order
together, with another class, in t~>to, running from the neck to the pleat made of imitation caracul. •' •
shifted to another girl for the ensuing week, and so on.
to improve their rhythm. IncidentalEqually as important as the benefit that the girls themselves ac- transferred to the . balcony. The in the front of the skirt. The zipper
Bandanas have taken the campus ly, the music entertains the other
crue, is the' benefit that should be reaped b y the waitresses. Accord- logical class to place in the bal- has a bright green leather tassel on
classes on the end of the hall with the
ing to NYA and college standards of work, any work should b e bene- cony would be the Seniors, particu- it. On the waist slanting sort of by storm here of late. Everybody is typing room. Imagine trying to type
wearing bandanas on head, neck and
ficial and culturally improving. The ones who wait on the table should larly from the standpoint of num- cattycornered are pockets with small
points south. Of course it may be a by "Tiger Rag"! We suggest "Ive
green buttons on them.
learn the rudiments of correct serving, rather than just taking the mat- bers.
One of the most attractive dresses mean 'suspicion but I have an idea Got Rhythm."
While w e are giving both favter as a job to be gotten over with'in the shortest and easiest way posOne -of the leading lights on the V
orable and unfavorable critioism, that have been on the campus this that to wear a bandana on one's
sible.
,
campus—Mr.
Capel, you d i m w i t fall is Sara Belle Mumford's black head to classes is one way of head-*
. One of the many arguments brought u p opposing the new man- we might add that we laud the loud silk crepe that she wore last Sun- ing around the professor's proverb- sent himself a letter and enclosed a
ner of dining room conduct is the, fact that the waitresses do not have speaker, which now enables even day. It has a metal cloth multi-color-, ial dislike for screwed up hair. There stamped envelope to answer himself
lime to so serve and then eat their meals before classes. One of the the one on the back row in the bal- ed collar, and the pockets on thehas been no end of invention in dis- with.
cony to hear everything that is
practices used at Florida State College for Women, at Tallahassee,
The prize joke of the week: There
waist had two rows of the same ma- covering various and sundry Ways of
going on.
might well b e put into practice here. Under this' plan, the waitresses
was
once a little kitten hanging
terial on them. She wore a black wearing them. Some prefer them in
come early in the morning and have their breakfast before the body
sash that tied in a flat knot in front the true southern manner like Aunt around a tennis court every day
GROUP VISITS F. S. C. W.
of students arrive at the dining hall. Then at lunch, which is usually
and had long tasaels of the same Jemima; others wear them in imita- watching the players. One day a man
a simple meal, the waitresses can do the little serving necessary, see
tion of peasants tied under the chin asked the little kitten why he insisted
A group of the faculty including colors as the collar and pockets.
that all of the dishes are replenished,.and then eat while the other stu- Miss Ethel Adams, Miss Edith Holt,
Virginia Forbes sets a new high wlith the point sticking out over the on hanging around the courts bedents are eating. Dinner, which is served more or less formally, will Mrs. J. M. Hall, Mrs. Effie Pieratte, in the length of skirts with her green forehead; and still others merely re- cause it couldn't learn to play. The
b e served as heretofore, with the waitresses eating after they have and Mr. J. H. Dewberry left Tues- wool dress with the full length zipper. verse them and let the points face little kitten replied, "Maybe I can't
[finished serving.
day for Florida State College for The dress is on narrow lines and backward. Aside from going to class learn, but my Daddy is in the racket."
Another plan used at F. S. C. W. is. to have Sunday night supper Women, which is located in Tallahas- without pleats, all of which make the with your hair screwed up if you are
Anybody who wants private lecserved buffet style with only one-third of the waitresses working. see, Florida, and returned Thurs- length that Virginia wears all the wearing one of these they come in tures on how to be a better persoThis would give each group of waitresses two Sunday nights off to day .The itinerary also included a more chic.
extremely handy to weari during nality should see Jeane Armour.
wiork on one Sunday night.
Although it has not yet been worn rainy weather to keep in drooping She'll tell you where to go for the
stop at the Georgia State Woman's
lecture, at any rate. This unnamed
on the campus, there is a grey wool curls.
College at Valdosta.
Return to Religion
lecturer told Jeane in a very serious
Although there is no set rule in the handbook concerning the The purpose of this trip was to visit dress in one of the show windows Betty Shell looks lovely in her manner that she (Jeane) was very
matter at hand, it is generally understood among the students that the dining halls of these two institu- down town that really rates Dress London tan alpaca with all the zip- alluring to men, but on second meetParade this week. The dress is cut
people simply do not tear articles out of library magazines. It's just tions and observe their management perfectly
straight except for a little pers, The waist is zipped up and so ing she was too demure to hold atand
manner
of
serving
in
order
to
on© of the things that isn't done.
. ,
,,
compare with G. S. C. W. and see flaring in the skirt. There is a zip- are the pockets. The dress has a;Peter tention. Page all demure young
Quite interesting is the laet that one oithe articles so removed was possible Improvements.
ladies! ••'
per from the neck to the waist—you Pan collar and a full skirt.
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(Continued from page 2)

' course each year.
,••••>. N' 'iv.n )rn ; ;
Anna Conner, ('34), is teaching
Dorthy Ellis of Monticello is, teaclfc?THIS WEEK WITH THE Y
drink—ice—icream soda, and once in the Sylyania High School.
Wouldn't Grandma be shocked!
Vaslar was so-brave that he ; even \ Avis' Perdue, '('36), is now Mrs, ing at Jesup.
•r "God bless ^Mother and* Father, God: •; Somebody '."' suggested that _ .the)tried a drink called Coca-Cola,' but
. Amanda Wilkes, ('35), of Collina-.
bless Sister and Brother. Now good- YWCA should be christened "Alice": this was his first and last venture." Ray U. Bell and is living in Townsend, was elected to head the newly added.
The reason is a bit obscure, but yet
bye, God, I'm going to college."
Nijinsky had some difficulty learn- Ga., where her husband is head of the commercial department of the Soppertinent:
the
Y
feels
in
its
new
office
school.
erton High School.
The Recreation . Association has, You would not pan
as if it were in a Wonderland. (A ing English. He had begun to pick
The
jokes
we
use
Lucille
Rogers,
('36),
Reidsville,
Peggy Van Cise of Albany is studyI curing the past week, sponsored some
propos of College Government's re- up a few words in English, when he
If
you
could
see
Ga.,
is
teaching
home
economics
in
k * e ^ t e r e s t i n g play periods In oring library science at. Emory Univermoval into the old quarters, we re- attended a luncheon at Lady CunThose we refuse.
Blue
Ridge,
Ga.
P S o f you to realize what is happensity.
ard's
in
England.
He
said
of
Lady
commend to Joan, while we read
—OHIO STATE LANTERN.
A letter from Dorothy Rivers, who
F W during the recreation hours, just
Alice in Wonderland, Robert Bench- Morreljl, who was present, "Lady
Mary Katherine Walters of Macon,
fie
down to the gymnasium. The
ley's My Ten Years in a Quandary.) Morrell is so tall, so beautiful—like was Editor of the Corinthian last who graduated in August, '37, is"
REASON—Tourist (in Yellow- Well, this column may also be akin a giraffe." Diaghileff felt rather un- year, brings the news that she is dovoUeybalT courts, have been filled
studying medical technology in Vicks^ h people and are those people stone Park): Those Indians have a to the Mad Hatter and the March comfortable and tried to explain, but ing graduate work in English at Co- burg, Mississippi.
laving fun! Just come down and blood-curdling yell."
Hare: It talks of so "many things", Nijinsky insisted, "No, no, giraffe is lumbia University. It also brings a
Agnes Barnes, ('24), after serving
Guide: "Yes, ma'am; every one of of "ships and sails and sealing wax, beautiful, long, gracious; she looks doilar for a subscription to the Alumsee for yourself.
for several years as librarian at G. M.
'em is a college graduate.
{ and cabbages and kings". The mod-! like it." And, luckily, Lady Morrell nae Journal and the statement: "I just
C, has gone to Douglas where she
Plaques
S. A. E. "Do you know that S. A. em temper differs from this style in understood the compliment.
can't wait to get the G. S. C. W. news." has similar work.
During the past week the Recrea- E. maintains seven homes for thethat it numbers and systematizes
In spite of the fact that Nijinsky Dorothy's address is King's College
Dorothy McCarthy, ('37), of Whitetion Association has been selling feeble-minded?
was shy and reserved, he made Club, 501 West 121 St., New York oak, is teaching this year at Pem"evathing":
plaques. The sale of these plaques
Rushee; "I thought you had more
1. We moved this week into our friends easily, and those who knew City.
broke.
|
5 S l continue through Monday, when chapters than that.
Venta Lee Osborn, ('36), sends her
him loved him. He was modest, emonew
offices
on
the
first
floor
of
AtIn June Myra Jenkins, ('37), of
& the order will be sent off.
—YELLOW JACKET.
kinson. The entrance is from the tional, kind, and an untiring worker. I subscription to the Alumnae Journal Thomaston, was re-elected a memI
You won't make a mistake in buyHe became incurably insane some and the notice that she has married
Enthusiastic Agent—Now here is a Atkinson Roof Garden. You are all
ber of the Southern Regional CounI
ing a plaque this year for they are
time
after his return to Europe from U. S. Worley, who is the County
invited there to visit us at any time
house
without
a
flaw.
cil of the Y. W. C. A. Myr,a is. a
I
unusually pretty. They are of the
you can stop in. Of course, we haven't America. For some time before, School Superintendent of Pickens member of the faculty of the Moultrie
Harvad
Grad—"What
do
you
walk
L t a n g u l a r shape and are^ guilded
had time to do that "heap o'livin" in Madame Nijinsky felt that, perhaps, County. She teaches home economics High School where she did cadet
with bronze. The plaque will have G. on?
it that it takes "to make it home," he was gradually becoming insane. in Dawsonville.
I
:S C W in large letters on the Ed—and when I promised to mar- but we are fairly visitable even now. She feels that he was driven into inThe marirage of Ruth Pharr Rob- teaching last spring.
Helen Lowe (Mrs. Rupert) Willitor>, in the center will be the seal of ry her she asked for something more
2. This week the other four of sanity through his constant work, his erts, ('35), of Lawrenceville, Ga., and iams of Eastman, and her husband
I being pushed into more and more Dr. Herbert A. Hudgings, of WinstonI j l h e college, and on the bottom--Mil- concrete.
the seven committees met:
Red—I wonder what cement.
both received A. B. degrees from Mer(1) Industrial Relations, with work, and definitely blames those of Salem, N. C, and Atlanta, took place cer University last spring. Helen ma—OHIO STATE SUNDIAL.
Marguerite Jernigan explaining the the theatre for his illness. However, on Sunday, Sept. 19. Ruth received]
plaque that makes $&nost personal
jored in History and her husband
'
is the fact that on it will be stamped
,.,
• v VA like difference between the CIO and the insanity seems to be only a step re- her A. B. degree here and has had
Old Lady (to librarian): I d like o m e ^ ^
!
moved from the mind of a genius, and two years training at Emory Univer- took his degree in English.
the year that you plan to. .graduate.
October 6 was the date set for the
(2) Men-Women Relations, with it was probably inevitable that Ni- sity School of Nursing. Her husband
- If you don't buy a plaque you will a nice book.
Librarlan- -Here's, one about a car- Miss Mary Thomas Maxwell leading jinsky should become insane.
is a graduate of Emory University wedding of Georgellen Walker, ('36),
( a ^ a y s regret it. Speak to any^mernin a discussion of the elements of
mtcm Recreation Board and she will dinal.
He still realizes that he is the School of Medicine and is at present of McDonough, and J. C. Harris, Jr.,
-I'm
not
interested
in
of Columbus. Mr.. Harris is an alumOld Lady _„_
feminine attractiveness.
C e % a d to send in your order.
great Nijinsky, but he does no danc- resident physician at Steiner clinic.
nus of the Chicago Institute of Art
»
j
religion.
(3) Literary Review, with Vir- ing now except to correct steps when
Mildred
Bacon,
who
has
been
teachand is connected with the Standard
:" Faculty-Student Table Tennis
Librarian—But this is a bird. ' ginia Forbes reviewing, (by request he sees others dance. He recognizes
ing in the Blackshear city schools, Printing Company of Columbus where
Tournament
Old Ladys—I'm not interested in from some who had heard of her re- his family, particularly his wife and
was elected to teach the first grade I the couple will make their home.
his
private life either.
view at the Camp Burton Retreat in daughter, Kyra, whom he adores.
'On Wednesday morning plans were
at the Morton Avenue School in Way•announced concerning this tourna- —U. OF SOUTH MOUNTAIN GOAT. I September) the Broadway success,
He was truly a 'genius, a great man cross.
Mrs. Noah: Noah, dear, what can "Idiot's Delight."
ment. Students get a faculty member
and a great artist. He had, surely,
Edna Lattimore, ('37), of Savan- A thing of beauty is a joy forever.
be
the matter with the camel?
®nd practice up for the big tourna(4) World Affairs, with Prof.] some religious feeling. The biography nah, is studying laboratory ^techniNoah: The poor devel has both the
But the joy is rapidly gone
ment. If that faculty member can not
Capel speaking on, "How Are All the is ended with these works of Nijin- que at Emory University. This is quite
fleas.
play the game, that's no excuse, for
World Powers Involved in the Sino- sky to his wife: "Femmka, courage, an honor to Edna and a compliment When I see you, my beautiful thing
—MISSISSIPPI
COLLEGIAN.
you can teach him during the few
Without your make-up on.
ne desperes pas, car il va un Dieu!" to our Chemistry Department, since
Japanese Conflict?"
•days feefpre the tournament begins.
3. Next week on October 14, the "Courage, do not despair, for there is only four students are chosen for this
—TULANE HULLABALOO.
A fool and his money are soon
•*~-Jliydu want to get in on the excitea God."
following committees will meet:
jnent and fun, join the table tennis party. Wheel
(1) Social Reseach, with an oftournament. For more details see Dot Here lies Betty Butterfield Lee,
i ficial from the local CCC camp talk- —
She didn't study for Dr. McGee,
Peacock.
She thought French phonetics were ing preparatory to a field trip on
October 16 for the members of the
One afternoon during the past week
perfect torture
Dot Peacock gave some very helpful But, gosh, you should hear Dr. Mc- j group to see the actual camp itself.
No girls will be permitted to go on the
and instructive ways or points on
Gee scorch her.
playing table tennis. A great numMiss Louise Fluker Found Versa- trip unless they have attended this
ber of students seemed to be interest- tile—Headline. To think that Griffin preparatory meeting.
(2) Race Relations, with a followed. Watch for other announcements High School would let one of its
for instructions in other individual faculty members get away with that! up of last week's discussion on the
Sources of Race attitudes.
•sports.
Or at least keep it a secret.
(3) Philosophy of Religion, with
"Little
radiator—
Volley-hall
Sitting in our comer—
a discussion on the first religions in
,The most exciting game on the
It would be too bad if you were the world.
^'«ampus these days is volley-ball. The
Every student is invited to attend
male!
crowd with all of their shouts and
the meeting most closely related to
You
would
be
excited—
:yells will prove to you how much fun
You would certainly blush
her interest. These meetings are
Everybody is/having. The seniors are
To see our pretty things, quite pink YOUR participation in the campus
"\ taking the/ place too. You ought to
work of the Y. There are important
and frail.
see thera'play. Rpanie can't play now
k
and burning issues in the world at
—WINTHROP
"JOHNSONIAN".
"' but. shp is ever faithful on her duty
present: If you can get some underyf as_xe"feree. We still are missing a
Some students at the Woman's standing of them through the chant i S j r hmportant seniors though; how
College of the University of North nels of the Y, you will be more proi* afrout it,. Joan and Garbutt?
Carolina at Greensboro fell back on ficient as a member of the world comJ ( The college now has four volleytheir ingenuity, but we are happy to munity.
A Wholly New and Superlative Model
r,-'"ball courts which of course enable
report that there are no bones
4.
The
election
of
the
Freshman
i :more people to play. Annie Lu Winn
of the Revolutionary Sacless Pen
Council was held Saturday, October
is doing a splendid piece of work broken.
> —Parker's Speedline Vacumaticl
\
Why the sudden importance of col- 9. The Council will hold regular
•on this activity, but we need even
weekly
meetings
throughout
the
year.
L more people out with us.
lege Government?
And not merely modern in style,
Stop today at any good pen but modern also in mechanism. Its
The Clemson Tiger says that
! As a body and as individuals the
counter and see Parker's latest and revolutionary SACLESS Diar
' CWf Club
If we don't discipline ourselves, the members of the Council stand ready
greatest achievement—the Parker phragm Filler radically departs
to
aid
any
members
of
their
class
in
[
The Golf Club is now open for world will do it for us.
Speedline Vacumatic. A princely from earlier types, whether they
their relation to the work of the Y,
new model of the Pen that does have a rubber ink sac or not. A
' membership. Every one can be a
A sensible girl is not so sensible
what no other pen can do.
and
indeed
to
the
entire
student
acpatented invention—GUARANahember who has a slight knowledge as she looks because a sensible girl
Here's
a
new
all-time
high
in
ink
TEED mechanically perfect.
\ of the sport and who is willing to put has more sense than to look sensible. tivity program on the campus.
capacity, yet size reduced to a
Once you try this pedigreed
5. And now about that Appreciaf • forth a certain amount of effort in orslender, restfur Speedline.
—COLLEGIATE.
Beauty, with i t s marvelous
tion Hour (remember from last
A Pen that shows the ENTIRE Scratch-Proof Point, you'll feel
•der to meet and keep certain standThe Junior Collegian defines week?). Dot Howell and Miss Horsink
supply—shows when to refill sorry for anyone who doesn't Have
ards. Come along, all "golfers." If
—hence
one that never runs dry it. Go and see and try it today. The
broadmindness
as
being
able
to
smile
brugh are leading in the planning
you would like to join, see either
in
classes
or exams.
Parker Pen Co., Janesville, Wis.
Margaret
Bracey or Marguerite when you suddenly realize that your of some unique Thursday evening
The world's smartest style- Makers of Quink, the new pen-c/eanParker's exclusive laminated Pearl
Spears. The club will meet every roommate and date are not on thehalf-hours for your pleasure. You
in& writing ink. ISe, 25c and up.
and Jet—wholly original.
dance floor.
will just have to attend them really
» Wednesday at 5:00 o'clock.
"Don't frown, son," said the joke] to appreciate them.
Swimming
to the editor, "you may be old your6. The campus should chalk up a
The Recreation hour for swimming self someday."
score for itself in having as President
HOLDS 102% MORE INK
—ENOTAH ECHOES.
."6:00 to 6:00 started on last Thurs- I
of the YWCA a girl who is important
THAN OUR FAMOUS DU0F0LD
^ j d a y afternoon. Get your physical exabroad as well as at home. ("Home"
H n m i n a t i o n and come enjoy a good not joined the club see Margaret is here used in the sense of "at
g^g'wim..
GSCW"; "abroad", in the sense of
Weaver.
away from GSCW!") Margaret GarArchery
Life-Savins Club
The crowds out for archery are very butt is in Atlanta- this week-end at-The Life-Saving Club started off
in grand fashion on last Wednesday encouraging, says the manager- tending the Southern regional meetafternoon. The occasion was in the Grace Shippey. If you do not feel J ing of the YWCA, in her capacity as
OUARANTKIQ MECHANICAUV PCUPBCT
,.
form of a. weiner roast and. all life- physically able to participate in a, a member of the National Student
;
Council>of
-the-Y."'
•#;
savers on the; campus were: invito strenuous activity, ^you'll jenjoy ii!arp; ;
POM, $5, $7.50, $8.75, $10. Pencils to match, $2.50, $3.50, $3.75, $5.
7. It is certainly fun to write this.
The crowd as fine and my, what fun! chery. Meet with the glroup and
, , ,. ;£fth)fn^^
If you are a life-saver and haye learn Jthe rules
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Because It's Got What It Takes

It's tl|e College Choice
over any two others combined
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Seniors will Tnterfain Sunday af-

eaJ:s On
I Teachers

a,,*sn-!f6.,*!j..--,T

NO!

".DP SERIES OF TEAS

Definitely demoralizing to" con- '"^Pjfestdent T. J. Lance, of Young
finned, library 'goers ^ J i j h a ^ - ^ o ^ JEfarrJs; .College^,jivill .address thexJG.
^'cfwi^is^d^bb'dy^^pelFri^,
ts .are^the'ihit^attxacWopfi
••.am?:Pr^I^eh^riL^e^jijs^a'
dayv,^mQr|nrig.i
m(ember.:oi the/Board-(of Regents. of;
•-vevery day promises what is gen- the University System! of Georgia' and;
erally termed a "smash hit".
a noted authority on 'educatioiri'. •'.'
;.;Vi#?,.\:..:l> \ .
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During their visit, President a n d
Monday and Tuesday 0 , "Broadway
Mrs.'La'hce will be shown the various
% l ( # y of ,1938" willi.be;showm .Usepoints' of interest' around Milledgel e s s to- add,: Robert Taylor arid Eiea- !
v
1 yille and on the campus"; "
n o r Powell have t h e starring roles.
% o b a b l y m o r e ; ' . 6 f a box oftice a t traction than either one :bf the above
wijjivbe Hpb.ert:Benchley, Buddy• E b - It Looks From Here
sen, and Jud y Garland. There are'
(Continued Eroni tt'asre one)
sjbci mujsicaji .^numbers ,_and ;-six n e w
sopjK? » : 4 ' 4 jFee'iinjg^Like; A .Million,."! entered against his eligibility. These
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-Hf^dents4^'Invite ,! -ifacuity-T-mem*''
b e r j s i t ^ p l ^ y 5 ^ , f c yoTOi j t h e ^ b l e
.tennis ; tournament^ that is coming
"up; :sobft^.r,Ii;.*yo(ir'can't; playi'learh;
how. If thie:"faculty••••''•membeW''
'can't play,"teach them. : • • ' - ' ' ''
' A n y b o d y ' desirbus of more i n fdrmatiori ebneierriing4 t h e toiirna-^
' ment' s4e Dot' rPeac"bck. .There ^ r e \
'rules posted in'the^gym laidief B'iell'
"Anhex^." ''"" '" f''-"'"
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The genW&t-.^ow* ^ H o n o r s forriei^S'V'yisicod'JblJhe giving,, the t e s t stunt on t h e annual

j.. "^he : :^ea^her

IjB^^trJj^v jperjsp^ctive ;• as : a':.;master • T h e r e were 811 students enrolled
jteacher^' s^id ^r..^illis,^A. Siit^pn{m as members o f the "Concert Associab'e.giyeri'thfQUghoufihe^yeW.
his speech to t h e .GJSCiy .>^students, tions which closed just before -the a n Invited as guests are JDr. and ,Mrs.
Monday morning duying the chapel nual .hike.—r . v.
Guy vWells,,^rJ and. ;Mrjs. ^idngy ; M ^
•., T^he sophs and t h e freshmen were'
period.
„..., : ....,: '..,.',,
Gee, .Dr..- an4 (M£8:. W> ...T. .^ynn,. Miss
i Dr. Sutton, Supt. pf the Atlanta beginning..to get h e a t e d , u p -offerTthV
Ethel Adams, .Miss Blanche -.Tait,; and
Schppls;"tiWk. as:his subject: "Becom- jgp]den Ripper,: t h e .most; Prized. posMrs.;Effie"iPiera|te.,.,,,,,.;,,
"/ .-;
session a ;9lass can. hold.?—..'....:
ing a Master Teacher^.' and pointed
* ? Sue Thpmaspn, :. president of t h e
!i,Jf5ean Olivia ,porman,.qf t h e Florida
but to the students.th.at.it w.asino.CdeSenior Class, and Sara Wicker will
State^College' for" Women: : a t T a l l a gree .that .yo.ulhad;but the.knowledge
aejt.^as,Jipstesses,., with Louisa- ; Noyes
\<?. rr.ft-; .nrrrr.
hassee,; addressed t h e v s t u d e n t . b o d y
that you had acquired,typttr.appear'piipL .Dpyp|hy ^Bptdosf, assisting;,.Terr: Miss Pittard Gives Piano
bn "The Practical Art Q f Liyihg!';-ance rboth,.;physical;:anci«.mental; • the
' Plans were being, made for the
coah . Harn er and , Marguerite r Spears
spirit that yftUvput into your work,: annual meeting' P f "the sixth district
will pour tea and.MarthajLowe,;Mary:
aiid ,ong!s inheritance that made you pf the GEA t o ;be. held,,October. 14.—
Frances. Manning, -Sue; Simpson;.and
c
amaster teacher. r .
A. new WSB radio series-was being
Virginia Joiner;will .serye.-. ;. ; ;:• Miss Catherine "Pittard, new memdo hot mention his Klari-connections, ; .Heads of, cpmmitteess. are Elizabeth
Speaking of Evangeline Booth and planned.-— .,.•
c
ber of the ' music faculty,' gave a
«'Pair of New Shoes,?';J,'Fpll,ow.tiuMy, but only t h e constitutional ^requireDonovan,,^Lucy nr .W,a^er,. .andy. Jenr ; short piano, recital in chapel Wednes- t h e work /she has done in the Salva- •. i'Gone.with the.Wind" was the book
Foe
ment that ho Federal legislator m a y hjeVRose.Warneri "'".'v
'said that:, if reviewed b y Martha.Angley for T h e
'•QJ
".,.'.'•.. day mbrning.. Miss, ; H t t a r d "is "a tion Army, Dr. Sutton
a n d .My JBrpadw.ay*',
leave his post to take another 'for
she could dp{that"t& 7 s'ave the world Colonnade."— .
graduate '"pi' the' Wesleyah Consenva-! for Christianity* -the teacher should
Wednesday Nino Martini and Jean which the salary wasV increased d u r Community
tbry of Music., She",has.' also studied. and could do that mu6htPP, because ; T l i e " ^Milledgeyille
F o n t a i n e . a p p e a r , i n "Music for M a - ing the term for .which he was elect- Election of New
Choral
Society
m
e
t
for
the
first time
Under Hugh'^odgsonrp^irjector of the the teacher had : the- youth in her.
dame,"^ a regular Monday-Tuesday ed;. .This w a s designed .to prevent
anci .began practice oh Haiidel'sMusic . Department' at the '.University hands.i.'?'; - ,.••.:-: . '•* •••••: >.-.:•
:
v.:jiivi v
,n "liiessiah.'^- . ' " ' . ' '
feattfre to my. way of'•thinking. T h e powerful Senators or "Representatives \T, J
.-1-H..^,,,',of'..'Georgia,'. andi Edwin' Hughes of
"In teaching do not p u t emphasis
By Golf' eiub New.'Yprk.'
4
music was: written by' Rudolf Friml! from "creating fat jobs,for themselves
''.'.';". '.'" '. "',.'"''" V en . theory, b u t concentrate on "'The Varsity debaters, under t h e
and. .the. songs include " I W a n t the to be taken when their term in.either'
T h e selections for the program were knowledge;" Dr. Sutton went on to coaching of Dr. Cornelius, were scheW^orldto-Know" and My Sweet Barn^ .House was up, a n d is a technical, New members.of t h e Golf Club
duled to clash with Dartmouth
H i in.
111 1
iollpws:
say that the student should b e g r a d bina," Other famous composers- col-: point. which, the Court has consented y/liich, has £ee[n bpeji, for jmember- as
1
December.—
lajpprate- ; on, wrting ^'Mlusic. -for to interpret in .Black's . case.. . The ship. '• Tliey "include:'.' Mary' §artlett, The Flight, of t h e Bumble-bee-- ed as to effort. H e added that p e r - ! C»SCW stude^'Sv^e"' ; "sw£tifing it
haps some'of. the students did: not like
Mja&ame,'' a n d "King, pf ,the Road.'' speech made.. by jhim last . F r i d a y Sara ; Bethel, Cbhyn. Bbwers; Joan Rimsky-Korsakov.
down to t h e campus to "Swing
'
..Etude.
in
F,Sharp—Orensky.
:
hight
.answered
.simply
and
directly
what they were taking, and prob;
Butler, Catherine .Cay^naugh ,.,Glf(dys
"Lbretta Young, Warner Baxter,, and the question of his Ku L Klux. Klan a s Ballet pf t h e Blessed S p i r i t - ably. 50;% pf it would not do them any Time".— -'
Darling,. Mary.Edge, Mar^e'Edwards,;
Freshmen were being congratu^Virginia Bruce star in "Wife, Doc- sociations, b y saying h e was,: once a
pluck, Arranged b y Hugh Hodgson. good, but t h e students should learn it
Genevieve Gooclyfear) Jean"^^Johnson,
lated
b y upper, classmen on theif
tor," and Nurse," which is coming for member, ha d resigned, and was no
! L a . Companella-rL^szt, Arranged and not be slouchy in their work.
Marguerite Jernig;kn,' "'Kitty Lloyd,
ability to "take it.". .
1
Thursday and Friday. It's the "story longer connected with the society d e by Paganinni.
Dr. Suttton stressed t h e ability, to
Emily MdCrary, : ^fileari'or Peebles,
of- tliree modern people who thought spite, t h e unsolicited life-member^
' .For an encore Miss Pittard played speak accurately and n o t to mouth
Helen Printey ietty"'Shell, Marguerite
they could find all the answers! But ship, card, given him-that-he thought
Arkansas Traveler by David.Guion. words for if "you do that you will, soon,
Spears, Sara Taylor, Betsey Thomp•when it' came to actually meeting the so little of h e 'did'not even,keep;it.' :
D'ANDREA SPEAKS AT
' .Miss .Pittard w a s introduced b y be mouthing your thoughts,"
son, Lucy Whitman, Elpise Wilson.
problems that arose iri'the triangle— Commenting on this speech, the MaMr. .Max .Noah, head of t h e Music
Anybody is!.eligible for memberMEETING OF ORCHESTRA
\veli, that's the show!
con Tel'egr'aph's .gifted' Johnny Spen- ship ^but | o remam' a member. certain Department, and t h e .devotional, was
v* f'r-i i—- fi-.-vt
Lott
and
Reeve
Resign
:
led
by
Bonnie.Burge.
cer ( j ! ' p . ' S . of ,'More Otherwise standards must b e conformed'to.
f On .Saturday ,cpmes a return en-^
The Music .Department will have
.Thari Wise') offered t h e foiiowing:
gagement of .^Manhattan. Melodrama'',
The G. S. C. W. Symphony Orches:::
charge of all Wednesday; chapel pro—•'Who was that Kluxer I seen 'y'ou'
"
••Omces-"'-''
with Myrna Loy, Clark Gable, and
tra' ' h a d a conibinatibri' ; busihe!ss' aiid
grams.
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with last night?' "That wasn't no
PLACEMENT BUREAU
William PowelL If you haven't seen
sbcial' session-Friday
riig6t;r;dctober
Kluxer; he's misplaced his card.'
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The Commerce Club held its first i :
it—do so.. ,If. you hay&—it's worth
(Continued from page one)
! The U. S. is currently being fav:
meeting of t h e y e a r Tuesday! night. Officers for t h e corning year are:
seeing again. ,.„, ,
ored by a • visit' from Mussolini's
The resignations of two officers, Betty
Chemistry
Club
President, Elizabeth; Ledbetter;'lr T icjcinema-minded son Vittorio, who is
Lott, Vice-Pres., and Helen Reeves,
*.-i..iMiiM."
(-•>
Presiideht, ,Emma .Lloyd.' ! J e n k i ^ « C
being given a royal welcome in Los JPhysical Education, .Combinations
secretary, were accepted; Ar?picnic
Secretary and'. Treasurer,' Josephine
'
""
' ;;;-..•;:
Angeles and Hollywood. Another cel- 9.
;Qpn[sl;it;Mti9n
is planned for Saturday week' and
Martha
Koebley,
President
of
t
h
e
B'oneV
Publicity Committee", 'liar;garet
General 54.
ebrity due to arrive soon is 1936's
the new officers will b e elected, them'
Chemistry
Gliib,
has"
announced
that
(Continued from page one)
; Weaver and jPeggy . Booth; :. Social
The.Bureau has,had reports on 150
"Woman of the Year", Wally, accomCommittees were appointed to prethe
club
plans
to
carry,
out
a
p
r
o
panied b y her husband, the Duke of teachers that they have placed directpare skits to be put.on at.the picnic. Committee;.Virginia . ^ h h -Holder,
gram
on
Georgia
industries
this
year
Mary'lSfokes, .Gr^ce, Drewry,. Eugenia
Windsor. Whether she will be t h e ly and 87 others indirectlyi
Revision of the club constitution, is sHy,. aiid'jpiive Meadows.', . i ' ' n . ''
along with-its-'other activities;
At.present
the
two^principal
diffit h e Constitution, mainly for expla- creator of goodwill in this country
!
This Will follow up last year's pro- to be completed. .',;•' '^ 'v ,: :.
After, busihess was ;discusse.d, Mr.
natory purposes. To climax these that h e r . h u s b a n d was for years .as culties in the operation of the Bureau
Missi-Harrington
and
Dr.
Thompject
on
the
resources
of
Georgia
and
D'Andrea expiained. the^ themes and
programs on outside speaker will b e the Prince of Wales is a question to seem to be getting recommendations
son; advisors, ; cPntributed to.: the movements' of J,SchuberVs.,'<.Unfinishe,d
Will
take
in
t
h
e
work
of
the
Chemasked to interpret t h e Constitution. which t h e British Government will which give an accurate picture of
-i:. •:.,urgic Council whose purpose is {-to meeting. -.-„•.••
Symphony," which'is to be a "numAnother feature of this section is probably anxiously await the answer. the. teaching possibilities. pf the stumake chemistry work for agriculber of the Spring Concert. He illusdent
for
sending
out
to
the
superint h e educational movie of t h e Conture
and
agriculture
work
for
chemv
tendents an d getting the students
stitution that will be shown. T h e
RE^ ~rVEY^tpfNiR:";;::. r trated his points'.by playing the vicistry," as"the • president of : t h e club
themselves
to
feel
a
sense
pf
respontrola recording of the symphony;-,..
library will cooperate in sponsoring
JESTERS
expressed it. : --. "••••' •>'
••.' :.<. :'"<:>..• Restaurant & fce.Creain Parlor .
sibility
for
notifying
the
,
Placement
".;jfhis::year,'s,orchestra.'has 'a.com-"-"
Constituil.pnWieek by featuring cerRegular
Meals,
Sandwiches
and
Among
t
h
e
club's
other
activities
(Continued;from
page
one)
Bureau of positions accepted or r e plete nuhiber. of. instruments' iriel'udt a i n books an d displays. .'•''".',.
! ;^ . i ing such.additions, as the woodwinds,
is, of course; Herty Day in the spring. Fountain Service.
jected.
B. W. GLASS, MgT.
The Final Celebration will end garet Bracey,' Edith Bray, Julia
bassoon, and "French- hbr^sj ^increas.The executive committee of t h e
*
i n Constitution Week—January 2-8. Boyd, Ann Hall, Forest Mann, Louise college a t a recent meeting voted to
ing
the. membership
! / n ? r 7 T ¥ T ' r;?**'f.f Vi»>
This date was, chosen because Geor- Matthews, Dot Merritt, Arva T o l - charge a $1 fee for registration with
Miss ,'Horsbrugh,;;.'prpfessor.OT.;-;Yioiin,
gia adopted the Constitution on J a n - bert, Mary Johnson, Madge Moss, the Placement Bureau. This action i ;i-il:*i-i.r?it ri -HiHABIWNGT0NS -.., W,,
who., has' studied.' in' i^gland ; to|^the
ip^JSEP BRIGHT .'BEJRlUTV
:
u a r y 2, 1787. ^This phase of the p r o - Jeanette Culpper, Carol Pryor,,Cal- is in line with the practices followed Shoe Repair and Dry Cleaning
pa^st.year, .will..be the .Concert1 Sae'
;—"-^
"SHOP"'
'"""
.
g r a m wifr probably take t h e , f o r m iie Morris, Frances Moore, Ceiia in other colleges of t h e state and
stro.
...
. • • • • • • : '-••^
. Exclusive But ;Not Expensive
Dresses 40c
of music, dramatics, a n d dancing. Deese, Alma McLean, Mildred West- serves to pjpjtect those students who
Six Operators
PHONE 373 ;
"Various departments will be asked brook, Henrietta McCord, Evelyn are really in earnest about securing One Day Service
to cooperate.
Mayfield, Helen Barber,, Rose New- a position, b u t discourage t h e few
.n'.tii'-f
'fi;^^-^
man, Edith Teasley, Ruth J . John- students w h o insist on registering
son, S. Elizabeth Godbee,, Vivian Har- with t h e Placement Bureau even r.r.cj*r?f'iirM:\••:'-'»!' r»r< t •• »v r r^,v *i-vt»r*** -I'-tV t;
ris, Virginia Parks, Mary Ferguson, though they do not desire positions.
Let us rebuild new wear and A p Burnie Mallpry,, Maynette Marriner,
pearance into your shoes. *
The Placement Bureau is under the
Geraldine Robinson, Lois , McCoany. direction of Harry A. Little and 0 . A.
HARPERS SHOE J5HQP ?
The first official meeting of t h e Thaxton. The student secretaries are
A MARTIN THEATRE
122
S. Wayne ,St; f ; '; Phone 215:
Jesters was, held^Thursday night.
Miss.Martha Lewe a n d , M i s s Cleo
MUledgeville, Ga. ;
Bacon.
FRANK D. ADAMS, Mgr.
i-...t... -,..„t>...„ „.„.
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Mon.,-Tues., Oct. Il-12th
Robert Taylor and Eleanor Powell
"BROADWAY MELODY"
Wednesday, Oct. 13th

Any, R9,l|,pt!m dtyeioptd.,..
andflSlotiy Vtlox PrinU
Fast "'Service—rFlnest Qiiajttty^

Where Quality. Predominates

Loretta Young:, Warner Baxter,
Virginia Bruce, In
"WIFE,',jbpCTOR AND NURSE
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Let Us FiU Your Prescription

;Augusta, Ga.

ERALEYJS

Campus Tlieatre Building

larmacy
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AH Work

Shoes and Ladies' Ready-to-Wear

Guaranteed

PHQNE 429-J

"Your Satisfaction Our Aim"

VISIT BELL'S BEAUTY SHOP
ON SECOND FLOOR
Recently enlarged and remodel-

BABB'S BEAUTY SHOP

COLLEDGE DEPT. STORE

PHONE 118

Exclusive Bu t Not Expensive
Next to Roses 5c and 10c Store

ed and accomodate n e w equipment. Strictly

(For Appointment)

sanitary a n d

three expert operators. Finest
materials are itsed by us. Prices

Saturday, Oct. ICth
Clark Gable, Myrna Loy, William
Powell, I n mM $ .?jg'i
..<£££«
N MELODRAMA''

M ••

Bmrctays DRUGS

Nino Martini Iii
"MUSIC FOR MADAME"
Thurs.,-Fri., Oct. 14-15th

*.»*h** "r-.-v ( . ^ C i

The Vogue Offers You A Real

Thf Photo SKop
P 6 . Box 2 i i
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ODORLESS GLEANERS
Jane Tysan, Free Dress
;
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are moderate.

PAUL'S CAFE
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